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Countless times has a young hero dreamed of conquering the Tournament of Tears--dreamed of

sitting upon the throne that all kingdoms bend knee to--dreamed of being the best in all the

land.Â Many times has the Tournament been won for duty and honor&apos;s sake.Â A few times

it&apos;s been conquered to prove one&apos;s love.Â And a handful of times it&apos;s even been

won out of hate.Â Each of those times, however, started with the same dream in mind. And involved

a dreamer too foolish to care that the whole world was against them.Â But only ...Â Once upon a

time was there a boy who took on the Tournament with dreams far greater and more foolish than

them all. This is his story and the story of his friends.Â This is the tale of a Fate undeniable.
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I am not going to lie. I saw the cover of this book and bought it thinking I was going to be

obsessively hate-reading. And the early chapters didn't do much to dissuade me. This is new

ground for anyone who didn't grow up binging anime and playing JRPGs, but my geek level for this



kind of thing is- to use a meme actually referenced in this novel- "over 9000". So while characters

calling their attacks and a setting inspired by both Europe and Asian fantasy elements (or, well,

Dn'D and Light Novel might be a better word) and the "magic system" didn't shock me very much,

what did was the fact that by about the quarter-way mark I realized I was laughing at all the bits of

the story I was supposed to laugh at. I was getting invested in the matches each character had to

fight. I was cheering when someone pulled a technique straight out of their rectum. I was excited for

all the right reveals.This little gem is kind of like its title character- an apparently goofy, haphazard

mess that ends up making your entire life feel just a bit brighter the moment you let him actually

start to hang out with you. Older fantasy fans may find everything a bit too cheesy and

video-game-y, but you could do worse than buying this for a kid who's really into fantasy martial arts

stories. I even recommend buying it for yourself. This book will make you laugh, moreso the older

you are when you read it and the more accustomed you are to its trappings, but that's a good thing.

Once you get past the glorious cheese of characters literally calling their attacks in order to use

them and the fact that one of the central characters owns a sword described as a "+6 weapon" at

one point, you'll end up enjoying this fun, simple story about misfits trying to beat impossible odds.
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